
GANGA MAA PRANAM : 

Following are actions that can be implemented right after reading the proposal .. just in 2hrs  

 

1. Place Dustbins for every 500 meters through out the stretch of ghats and temple premises 

   Each dustbin costs 700rs (700 * 1000 (assume) = 700000 (7 lakhs in terms of money) BUT provide that 

oppurtunity to purchase/donate a dustbin programme for cleanlines of  ganga river.Every  shop  should 

have a dustbin .List the donars name in the website or any media. 

    I will donate 4 from my family :) 

  

 START THE SCHEME TODAY AND HAVE A COUNT DOWN IN 12 HOURS FOR FIVE DAYS AND 

ANNOUNCE THE COUNT EVERY HOUR 

  

2. Start a website ( just 6hrs job for any website developer) for enrolling as a volunteer who are virtually 

NANDIs for saving maa ganga. Volunteers stand at ghats protecting / guide people and make them 

aware about cleanliness. Volunteers can enroll for max of 10days as every one should get oppurtunity. If 

volunteers is none for any specific day ( i hope it is not) then municipal staff should be deployed.  

   Volunteers should be given following benefits 

    1) Free darshans at morning times 

    2) Able to participate atleast in one pooja  - very high priority 

    3) Lunch - if possible 

    4) Uniform  ( a khurta ) - low priority 

    5) Protecting volunteers - Please high priority 

    6) Basic ameneties like water , umbrella should be provided - very high priority 

  

3. All poojaris should work with volunteers in desposing wastes into dustbins 

 

4. Impose a fine of being volunteer :) if anyone litters in the area.  

 



5. Install cameras at all ghats which should take photos and publish in the telivison for littering 

 

6. Have a low volume audio system enchanting the hymns of bhagvan shiv and other devotional songs. 

 

7. LAST but not least   PM  should give a lunch to the volunteers on their last working day though not 

compulsory.  

 

Government action items 

 

1) BEG industries  not to despose their wastes into ganga.Impose heavy penalties for doing so(literally in 

millions) and booking them under threat to the the nation acts. 

2) Stop illegal constructions across river  

3) Install Maharshi - Baghirat idol  near ganga river . Construct a temple.  

4) Ads for enrolling as volunteers in electronic media and statistics of how much waste have been 

reduced after this programmes 

5) Publish a magzine every week with new developments.  

6) For campaigning ,atleast one celebrity should act as volunteer . Leading from front , I feel it would be 

great if PM also nominates as volunteer. 

 

What advantages does volunteer gets 

  

1. Right attitude : Change will start within. 

2. Self satisfaction : Though everyone cannot be a jawan or scientist to work for nation, volunteer 

is also a seva to country which brings immense self satisfaction. 

3. Interest to work for country. 

4. Devotion towards god 

 

 

 

AND MANY MORE…. 

 



  

   


